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Why, when, and how does populism emerge in a stable democracy? This article investigates the political logic and ideological appeal of a rarely explored form of populism:
technocratic populism. Technocratic populism uses the appeal of technical expertise to
connect directly with the people, promising to run the state as a firm, while at the same
time delegitimizing political opponents and demobilizing the electorate by instilling
civic apathy. Technocratic populism is an anti-elite ideology that exploits competence
to create the appearance of authenticity and proximity to ordinary people. It is less
exclusionary than nativist or economic forms of populisms and its broad appeal is
therefore arguably more threatening to representative democracy. In order to understand the appeal of technocratic populism, as well as why it arises at critical junctures
when dominant ideologies are in turmoil, we argue that one must not ignore its historical roots, which shows that it transcends both regime changes and the traditional
left–right divide. The article develops and examines these points using evidence from
communist-era populist campaigns against “elitist” dissidents (from Charter 77) in the
Czech Republic, and demonstrates how post-1989 politicians have exploited and also
adapted ideas and strategies from the authoritarian past for the new democratic setting.
The article highlights the adaptive character of technocratic populism across political
regimes.
Keywords: 
technocratic populism; legacies; political parties; dissidents; Czech
Republic
Truth and Love . . . They can go fuck themselves.
Andrej Babiš (June 2017)1

In June 2017, a secret recording was leaked to the media in which Andrej Babiš,
the leader of the political party ANO, revealed his belief that the 1989 Velvet
Revolution was orchestrated by the communist secret police in coordination with the
Charter 77 dissidents. Babiš, a member of the Czechoslovak Communist Party and a
secret police (Státní bezpečnost) collaborator, then derided the entire dissident
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movement and the Velvet Revolution, saying: “Truth and Love . . . they can go fuck
themselves.” The ‘Truth and Love’ motto, associated with Václav Havel’s post-1989
presidency, represents the legacy of the Charter 77 movement. By contrast, the businessman Andrej Babiš represents the “ordinary man” who can get things done by
running the state as an “efficient” political firm, doing away with democratic deliberation, pluralism, and compromise.
Today, Havel is gone and Babiš is the new Prime Minister, thanks to the silent
support of the (unreformed) communist party.2 When the legitimacy of the liberal
democratic project imploded due to corruption scandals, Babiš filled the vacuum
with technocratic populism. His electoral promise was to “make everything better for
the ordinary people” by adopting an “expert and business-like” governance style—
running “the state as a firm.” He won the 2017 parliamentary elections on this platform with 30 percent popular support for his party, ANO, which simply means “yes.”
The party is neither clientelistic nor programmatic, neither left nor right. ANO
declares that it is “above politics,” a “movement of dissatisfied citizens,” but it has
almost no members, and depends financially and administratively on its founder and
“owner.” “The party is me,” Babiš declared in a 2016 interview with the Financial
Times.3
ANO campaigned on change, but offered no specifics, aside from the campaign
motto “We will do it.”4 The electoral support for the “movement” is diffuse, since
voters have no discernible socio-economic or regional profiles. The only issue that
ANO voters embrace is the desire for “different politics.”5 In his 2013 campaign,
Babiš attacked traditional political parties as corrupt, incompetent, and inefficient
and asked voters to trust his expertise. In 2017, he asked voters to continue their support for ANO’s competent leadership. It comes as no surprise that the first cabinet
that Babiš attempted, after winning the election in October 2017, was not a governing coalition with other parties as junior partners backed by a parliamentary majority
but rather a handpicked minority government of ANO ministers and non-partisan
experts directly under his leadership.
The Czech Republic has been something of a poster child for democratic consolidation in Eastern Europe. After 1989, voters connected with parties based on their
socio-economic profiles, and the party system has aligned along the “western” left–
right issues of economic redistribution. It seemed stable and immune to populist
callings.6 Why and how did technocratic populism (re)emerge in the Czech Republic,
a relatively prosperous, egalitarian democracy with the lowest unemployment rate in
Europe (2.7 percent),7 limited public debt, good social service provision and health
care, accessible education, and limited immigration? The Czech Republic is arguably
one of the “least-likely cases” for populism to succeed. In order to understand the
attractiveness and appeal of populism, despite these unfavorable conditions for its
success, we develop an argument that emphasizes the autocratic historical roots of
contemporary populism.
We focus empirically on the Czech Republic over time, but believe that the populist politics of “ordinary people” is not a uniquely Czech phenomenon. Rather, it is
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one of the three major strands of populism, alongside its nativist and economic
forms. Most recently, for example, the former Polish Prime Minster Beata Szydło
drew on the populist politics of “ordinary people” in a speech delivered in May 2017
in the Polish Parliament. “We want to help the people, not the political elites.” When
Szydło was confronted with the fact that, as a prime minister, she is the elite, she
replied: “We are the good elite.” In India, the Aam Admi Party (The Party of the
Common Man) has also successfully mobilized voters using the populist appeal of
“ordinary people” since its establishment in 2012.
Silvio Berlusconi in Italy, Donald Trump in the United States, Bidzina Ivanishvili
in Georgia, and Emanuel Macron in France have invoked the idea that the state
should be run as a firm. What unites them is that they are all businessmen, and have
positioned themselves as outsiders “taking on” the political establishment, making
government more efficient, less regulated, and more business-like. What divides
them is the degree to which they use populism to delegitimize opponents and to
avoid criminal prosecution.8
The appeal of the technocratic populism of ordinary people is not its promise to
return power to “the people.” Instead, it offers a technocratic vision of politics that
relieves “the people” of the responsibility to lead active civic lives and to hold politicians accountable. Populist technocrats, or businessmen, ask voters to renounce politics and political parties. As a growing challenge to more pluralistic forms of
representative democracy, there is an increasing need for historical and comparative
perspectives to reveal why technocratic populism is alluring.
To fully appreciate and understand the implications of this recent development,
we argue that it is essential to take a historical perspective. “So much commentary on
contemporary populism,” according to Cas Mudde, “overlooks its deep historical
sources.”9 During communism, populism was used to demobilize people and strip
politics of ethical accountability: “research on post-communist civil society suggests
the reductive impact of totalitarian projects on generalized trust and civic engagement.”10 The literature on legacies tracks mechanisms through which Leninism,11
communist socialization,12 schools,13 churches,14 or bureaucracies15 shape democratic consolidation and regime outcomes. Populism is a living legacy in Eastern
Europe. As an anti-elite frame it survived in the new democratic environment, and
has proven effective in maintaining the division between “us” and “them” for almost
half a century. By focusing on the historical origins of populism and its entrenchment
under the surface of party politics, we can explain why populist frames resonate with
the electorate.
Technocratic populism is a “thin” ideology that rejects the traditional political
parties on the left and on the right and promises a-political expert solutions that will
benefit the “ordinary people.” It emerges, we suggest, at critical junctures as an alternative to the ideology of liberal democratic pluralism. Technocratic populism strategically uses the appeal of technocratic competence and weaponizes numbers to
deliver a populist message. It combines the ideology of expertise with a populist
political appeal to ordinary people.
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Technocratic and populist forms of governments are alternatives to the mediated
representation of citizens by political parties.16 According to Caramani, both of these
anti-political forms of representation are based on a “unitary, non-pluralist, unmediated, and unaccountable vision of society’s general interest.”17 A study of Dutch voters demonstrates the synergies between populism and technocratic rule. It found that
support for being ruled by expert elites is compatible with the perception that politics
is a struggle between good and evil, and that voters of populist parties support the
idea of being governed by experts.18 Populism and technocracy are both opposed to
the liberal concept of representative “party democracy” and its principles of parliamentary deliberation and electoral competition.19
Technocratic populism does not necessarily equal technocratic rule and performance-oriented governing efficiency of either temporary appointed technocrats in
democracies or autocrats with policy-driven technocratic platforms.20 Instead, technocratic populism uses the ideology of numbers and the ideology of expert knowledge to appeal directly to the voters using an anti-elite, populist rhetoric. Political
elites today are exploiting the legacy of the communist regime’s emotionally charged
populist campaigns on behalf of the “ordinary people.” The populist distinction
between “the people” and “the elite” was perfected, we show in the Czech case, during the communist campaigns against dissidents and intelligentsia.21 The communist
establishment portrayed dissidents as elitist moral impostors, while at the same time
imprisoning them, forcing them to perform manual jobs or to emigrate. The distinction between the ordinary people and dissidents or, as the communist leadership and
secret police called them, “the self-proclaimed elite” was used to discredit a relatively small group of regime opponents, and to delegitimize their criticisms of the
communist state’s transgressions and human rights violations.
The strategic objective of the populist message was to ensure regime survival by
preserving civic apathy, inhibiting mobilization, and legitimizing the “scientific”
approach towards governance by the communist nomenklatura. The communist
regime perfected the art of fake numbers, misleading statistics, and dubious balance
sheets. Its technocratic propaganda legitimized an oppressive autocratic regime that
ruled in the name of the people. Today, the shared experience of living in the communist grey zone and an admiration for an apolitical technocratic expertise is a bond
between Andrej Babiš and his voters.22 As a “thin” ideology, populism is easy to
combine with other ideologies.23 Populists exploit political corruption and diminished sovereignty when they appeal to voters. Thus, aspiring populist leaders have a
variety of populisms to choose from. To explain the success and appeal of technocratic populism in an unlikely place—the Czech Republic—we focus on populism’s
historical roots, and show how it morphs into mainstream politics within a democratic polity.
The rest of the article proceeds as follows. In the first two sections, we outline the
historical sources of populism and situate the politics of the “ordinary people” within
a broader theoretical framework. We discuss the impact of the Charter 77 dissident
movement in Czechoslovakia on the transition to power in 1989 and afterward. Next,
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we describe the emergence of technocratic populism in a nascent democracy with a
focus on the early transition years associated with Václav Klaus. In the fourth section, we describe the re-emergence of technocratic populism in a weakening democracy and the rise of the populist Andrej Babiš and his party ANO. We conclude with
thoughts on the consequences of technocratic populism for democratic backsliding
in new democracies.

Populism of the Ordinary People
The literature on populism rarely explores its historical origins. We focus on the
persistence of populism over time and across political regimes, highlighting its adaptive character. Populism promises redemption and articulates neglected grievances
using the language of the people.24 As such, it offers hope: “what distinguishes the
support for populism from simple political discontent and frustrations is that populism remains a politics of hope, that is, the hope that where established parties and
elites have failed, ordinary folks, common sense, and the politicians who give them
a voice can find solutions.”25 This may explain why traditionally egalitarian countries
in Northern and Central Europe are just as prone to populist appeals as societies that
experience economic divisions.26 In the era of globalization, all advanced industrial
democracies are subject to uncertainty, which transforms fear into resentment against
the “other,” often drawing on negative emotions linked to historical stereotypes.27
Populism, in our view, is both an ideology and a strategy. As an ideology, populism is an articulation of neglected grievances using the language of “the people.”
According to Margaret Canovan, this includes the discursive frames of three groups:
the nation, the underdog, and the ordinary people.28 The language of the people as a
“nation” is hostile to migrants and ethnic minorities. The populist rhetoric of the
“underdog” is expressed by an intense hostility to economic differences. Finally, the
language of the “ordinary people” reflects a romanticized craving for a simpler life.29
While much attention has been paid to understanding and defining “the people” in
ethnic terms (the people as a “nation”) or in economic terms (the people as an “underdog”), the historical origin and the meaning of the “ordinary people” and the “elite”
needs to be further unpacked and specified in each context. In the Czech case, the
category of the people as a nation has limited relevance. It has been invoked only in
specific contexts: during the campaigns against Roma discrimination and during the
refugee crisis.30 The category of the underdog has even more limited relevance,
because of the egalitarian nature of the communist regime, low levels of inequality,
and strong economic performance.31 The most relevant and successful discursive
populist frame in the Czech Republic is the one that revolves around the “ordinary
people.” Populist targeting of ordinary people is less polarizing than its nativist and
economic forms and has a broader, centrist, appeal.
Populism as an ideology adopts a discursive approach and focuses on the
Manichean antagonism between the “pure people” and the “corrupt elite.”32 As an
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anti-establishment ideology, populism is neither right nor left.33 Current scholarship
often equates the elite with the establishment and current power holders. However,
populists target the establishment and the elites selectively. Populists themselves
can be or become the elite, and populist politicians reelected to office continue to
use anti-elite populist appeals to demobilize and delegitimize opponents, even after
they have come to represent the very establishment they attacked. The view of populism as a political strategy focuses on its agency; that is, the ability of populist
movements to instrumentally appeal to followers, to maintain a direct relationship
between the leader and the followers and to exploit existing institutional weaknesses.34 We combine the two strands and treat populism both as an ideology and a
political strategy.
The “elite” versus “ordinary people” framing that builds, in the Czech case, on the
historical “dissident–anti-dissident” construction connects populism over time. Prior
to 1989, the dissidents pressed the state to respect its own laws, and urged all citizens
to undergo a moral renewal, to “live in truth,” and actively participate in civic life.
The dissident movement, Charter 77, challenged communist technocrats on competence and truth telling: exposing both its expertise and the numbers as “fake.”35
During communism, the sacrifices of the dissidents—as a result of taking a moral
stance against an oppressive state—were “rewarded” with political persecution. In
the post-1989 era, populist politics minimalized and even ridiculed their suffering.
Mainstream democratic politicians, even those who ran on anti-communist platforms, used populist rhetoric about the “ordinary people” to marginalize dissidents
and their supporters.
In the words of prime minister and later president Klaus: “Civil society is in
dispute with free society, and it’s the duty of every democrat, with all his force and
to his dying day, to fight against it!”36 Klaus positioned himself as a “real” expert in
the new democratic era, since he was in an “internal exile” during communism, as
an employee of the Czechoslovak national bank, where he gained expertise by
immersing himself in the study of Hayek and Keynes. After 1989, in this telling, the
new experts replaced “incompetent communists” and then the “impractical dissidents” who harbored “dangerous” civic sentiments.37 Technocratic populism prevailed over the new political elite, recruited from the dissident movement, by
diminishing their moral capital and emphasizing technocratic competence. Twenty
or so years later, the template that attacks the elite’s “moral superiority complex”
and their distance from “ordinary citizens” has re-surfaced to discredit political
opponents and to inculcate complicity between citizens and their technocratic leadership again.38

Historical Roots of Populism
“Populism of ordinary people” has a long tradition in Czech politics. Historically,
the self-perception of a nation of “common, ordinary, and unexceptional people”39
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can be traced back to late nineteenth-century nation-building efforts. Populism is not
the same as nationalism, however. The ideology of nationalism is thicker, and draws
lines between the nation and ethnic minorities or immigrants. Populism, on the contrary, separates “the people” from “the corrupt elite.”40 As a “thin ideology,” populism is symbiotic and can effortlessly co-exist with other ideologies, such as
nationalism or anti-globalism.41
According to a prominent study of Czech national identity, the ordinary people
are epitomized by the concept of the “little Czech men” and the “great Czech
nation.”42 This particular conception of ordinary people is rooted in a national identity that underscores the common, egalitarian origin of all its members.43 In Holy’s
view, heroes have to transcend individual differences and practice “different values
from those to which Czechs pragmatically subscribe” in order to live to up to the
ideal of the democratic, cultured, and well-educated great Czech nation.44 Members
of the “great” Czech nation “relieve[s] others from the necessity to live up to the ideals . . . that would be otherwise challenged by the historical experience of the
masses.”45 The extraordinary lives of dissidents offered ordinary Czechs hope under
communism and legitimized the subsequent democratization. But the dissidents’
heroic status eroded quickly once the new regime was legitimized. Their sacrifice
was no longer needed, and redemption through active citizenship had little appeal to
ordinary people.46
The ideological roots of the political appeal to “live in truth,” Havel’s antipopulist message, was grounded in the moral philosophy of Jan Patočka, who died
after a series of police interrogations in 1977.47 Havel returned to Patočka’s politics
of moral appeals in order to expand the audience of the dissident movement: “Havel
wanted all his readers to think about their own participation in the system, and hence
their own ability to change it.”48 Although the social structure of Charter 77 changed
within the first two years of its existence and attracted more workers and young
people, the group remained closely knit, Prague-centric, and mostly detached from
the general public.49 Communist propaganda used the fact that Charter 77 was not
highly representative of the broad Czech (and Czechoslovak) population, and called
them “losers and self-proclaimed leaders” as well as “isolated asocial pseudo-intellectuals,” detached from the true needs and interests of ordinary men.50 The secret
police did not shy away from using secret recordings of private conversations to
demonstrate that the cultural elite was out of touch with the ordinary people and to
show that the elite even ridiculed the intellect and habits of “ordinary people” even
before Charter 77 was formed.51
Havel’s Power of the Powerless rested on a rejection of complacency in daily,
ordinary life and the recognition that the power of the oppressive state is not legitimate. The communists felt so threatened by the mobilization appeal of Charter 77
that the propaganda machine immediately organized an “Anti-Charter Initiative,” a
petition against Charter 77, signed by leading cultural figures during a ceremony in
the National Theater that was broadcast on live TV (28 January 1977). One of the key
Anti-Charter statements, later published in communist newspapers, avowed, “[We]
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renounce those who separate themselves and isolate themselves from their larger
people due to their pride, superiority complex, selfishness or because they sink so
low as to accept foreign payments.”
The anti-Charter campaign was clearly positioned as a populist, anti-elitist campaign against the dissidents.52 But dissidents did not remain at the margins. In the
post-1989 transitional era, the dissidents’ stock of moral capital secured them seats
in both the federal and the Czech national parliaments.53 Charter 77 signatories were
decidedly overrepresented among the Members of the first, freely elected,
Parliaments. After the first free elections in 1990, dissidents represented 12–14 percent of the newly elected MPs in the Federal Assembly and the Czech National
Council.54
Newcomers won roughly 95 percent of the seats in the two chambers of the
Federal Assembly and the Czech National Council. Table 1 shows the number of
MPs from the First Parliament re-elected in subsequent terms. Over time, support for
the dissidents faded away. After successfully entering politics and parliament and
providing the new regime with moral legitimacy, symbolized by the election of
Václav Havel as the president, the dissidents underestimated the appeal of pragmatic
politics and lost spectacularly in subsequent elections in 1992. In this election, Klaus
emerged as the first technocratic populist in the new democratic setting.55 He adopted
many of the communist tropes about the “ordinary people” and emphasized technical
expertise strategically to delegitimize the dissidents as political rivals.

Technocratic Populism in a Nascent Democracy
In the ideological fluidity of the transition turmoil, the dissidents managed to
defeat the technocrats by converting their moral capital into political capital in the
first free elections. However, they failed to create a stable political platform, and lost
popular support once the brief era of “extraordinary politics” had morphed into
regularized democratic competition between political parties. Václav Klaus seized
the appeal of technocratic populism to gain support for his wide-reaching neo-liberal
economic reforms from the “ordinary people.” He used it as a weapon to delegitimize his old and new rivals by claiming to have expertise superior both to the inept
communist apparatchiks and the bohemian dissidents.
The effort to delegitimize the dissidents wasted no time, and was launched already
in the spring of 1990. It used the populist anti-elitist part of the well-rehearsed communist Anti-Charter narrative.56 In a defamatory article entitled “Sensational Discovery
about the Background of November 17, 1989,” published by Miroslav Dolejší in
Středočeský Expres, on 26 October 1990,57 Charter 77 members were alleged to have
been secret police confidants and, at the same time, collaborators of Western foreign
intelligence agencies.58 Dolejší’s tabloid article was the first post-revolutionary attempt
to smear Charter 77 signatories, and “was received positively by a significant fraction
of domestic journalists.”59 Consistent with this portrayal of dissidents as disloyal and
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Table 1
The Survival Rate of the First Parliament’s Political Elites, 1992–2002

Legislatures
1992–1992 (Federal
Assembly, CNR)
1996–1998 (Parliament,
Lower Chamber)
1998–2002 (Parliament,
Lower Chamber)
2002– (Parliament, Lower
Chamber)

New Elite
Survival Rate:
Dissidents

New Elite
Survival Rate:
Non-dissident

Old Elite
Survival Ratea

Engineers
(Technocrats)
Survival Rateb

.343

.303

.260

.395

.151

.087

.043

.112

.055

.051

.000

.059

.041

.034

.000

.033

Source: Calculations of the authors based on parliamentary lists and lists of signatories of Charter 77.
a. N = total number of deputies in the first Parliament (1990–1992) = 532.
b. N= total number of deputies with an engineering degree in the first Parliament (1990–1992) = 152/532
= 28.6%.

opportunistic, property restitution was put on the agenda and some dissidents, including Havel’s family, benefited significantly from the new legislation.
The campaign succeeded and the second parliamentary elections in 1992 brought
a bitter disappointment to the dissidents and their supporters. The Civic Forum split
into several factions. The Civic Party (ODS) led by Klaus became the dominant faction, and the so-called dissident party, Civic Movement (OH), did not win a single
seat in the Parliament or the Czech National Council.60 As individuals, some dissidents were co-opted by mainstream parties. But as a group, dissidents no longer
posed a political threat and were roundly defeated by a new cohort of populist technocrats led by Václav Klaus.61 Klaus made it crystal clear that the moral capital of
the dissidents had served its purpose in providing legitimacy to the newly democratizing state, but that the dissidents should now retreat and let “real” politicians with
technocratic expertise govern.
In the eyes of the public, the moral image of Charter 77 signatories continued to
suffer over time. A representative survey conducted in 1993 and 2004 asked random
Czech citizens for the reasons that the dissidents signed the Charter 77 petition (Table
2). The most commonly picked answers in 1993 were “for the general welfare,” “to
criticize the regime” or “to overthrow it.” Yet by 2004, the number of people who
replied “do not know” responses increased four-and-a-half-fold, and the number that
ascribed more altruistic motives declined noticeably, indicating that Charter 77’s
reputation had taken a hit.
On the basis of a representative public opinion poll conducted in 2017, Figure 1
similarly reveals that trust in Charter 77 and Charter 77 signatories eroded over time.
It shows a gap in perception of the dissidents during communism, during the
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Table 2
Reasons for Signing Charter 77 (in percentages)
Reasons for Signing Charter 77 Petition in the Eyes of the
General Public
To criticize the “normalization” regime, attempt to improve
general conditions
To overthrow communism, to fight against communism
To gain access to material advantages offered by Western
countries
To open one’s way to emigration
To express solidarity with friends
Done on the order of secret police
I do not know
Total (N=1,045)

03/1993

02/2004

46

41

27
15

21
9

2
4
2
4
100

4
6
1
18
100

Source: CVVM, Názory na Chartu 77 (2004), http://www.cvvm.cz/index.php?disp=zpravy&r=1&s=1&
offset=&shw=100335.

transition period and afterwards. By 2017, only 30 percent of the respondents viewed
the role that Charter 77 personalities played in the post-1989 era as positive. As
Figure 1 shows, dissidents lost much of their credibility soon after 1989.
The political platform that the dissidents offered was politically unappealing to
the masses. President Havel and the dissidents advocated moral reconciliation with
the past and encouraged citizens to be actively engaged in political and civic life.
This was exemplified in the dissident’s emphasis on transitional justice, such as the
lustration process, which excluded the communist political elite and security apparatus from holding political power, on restitutions and the return of property nationalized by communists to the former owners, and on a renewal of civil society and the
culture of philanthropy.
The decline in the proportion of dissidents in the legislature is mirrored in the
decline of public support for the most outspoken dissident, President Havel, and the
increase in support for his most forceful opponent, Václav Klaus,62 the leader of the
“prognostic technocrats.” Trust in Havel declined consistently after 1990 (Figure 2).
At the same time, support for Prime Minister Klaus was surging.
Klaus and his technocratic populists initially sold the “Czech” way of privatization to the voters as economically efficient and as a defense of ordinary people
against selling off state assets to “outsiders.” Klaus’s “Czech way” in economic
privatization limited the involvement of foreign companies in the privatization process, a strategy supported by some prominent dissidents, and opposed attempts to
revisit the issue of the “transferred” German population, Sudeten Germans, in the
border regions after World War II. In defending these positions, Klaus systematically
portrayed himself as defending the “ordinary people” and the Czech national interest. He also justified the lack of oversight by arguing that “the lights had to be
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Figure 1
Evaluation of the role of Charter 77 and Charter 77 signatories in
Czechoslovak history (in percentages)

Source: CVVM, “Tisková zpráva,” Občané o Chartě 77 (2017).

switched off” momentarily in order to move ahead with reforms and to lock in the
new regime of property rights.63
The dissidents who advocated for the rule of law, minority rights, and transitional justice were portrayed as disruptive and disloyal. Their insistence was seen
as undermining economic issues, on which Klaus and his allies were focused. It
took some time for the voters to realize that the “Czech way” of privatization
enabled massive political corruption. Ordinary citizens, mostly acting as small
shareholders in the so-called voucher privatization, were intentionally defrauded.
Voters, eventually, punished mainstream parties involved in the process of economic transformation.
Almost two decades later, however, Klaus remained unrepentant and blamed the
ensuing weakness of traditional parties and the implosion of the left–right cleavage
not on political corruption but on the civil society and (then deceased) Václav Havel:
“this strengthening [of parties that have no ideological basis] is without a doubt a
consequence of the activities of one person only . . . Václav Havel, with his ‘nonpolitical politics,’ with his civil society and with his permanent attack on political
parties.”64 After revelations of privatization scandals linked to Klaus’s right-wing
party ODS, left-wing social democrats rose to power and other prime ministers followed. But the appeal of technocracy lived on and re-surfaced during the tenure of
apolitical, technocratic governments.65
As Figure 3 shows, using data from 238 public opinion surveys collected by the
Center for Public Opinion Research between 1990 and 2018, governments where
ministers had no political allegiances were among the most trusted in the post-1989
era. Over the last twenty-seven years, the Czech public has enthusiastically supported technocratic governments. The 2009–2010 technocratic government of Jan
Fischer was especially popular (Figure 3).66 A major source of the caretaker government’s popularity was a combination of technocratic neutrality with Fischer’s ability
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Figure 2
Trust in presidents: 1990–2018

Source: CVVM.
Note: The authors combined 238 data points—one per survey. Each point represents one public opinion
survey from 1990 to 2018. The average N per survey is 1,000. The line shows trust minus distrust. The
presidential periods are as follows: Havel, 1990–2003; Klaus, 2003–2013; Zeman, 2013–2018.

to mirror “ordinary Czechs”: “[He] was . . . depicted as a modest figure, close in
lifestyle and values to ordinary people who had triumphed as an anti-politician
against the odds.”67 Fischer was a perfect technocrat, but he was not a technocratic
populist, which became clear during his failed presidential campaign.
The 2013 unsuccessful presidential bid of Jan Fischer, the head of the 2009–2010
technocratic government and the former president of the Czech Statistical Office,
demonstrates the limited political appeal of pure technocratic expertise. Hoping to
capitalize on his immense popularity, Fischer ran in the 2013 presidential election as
an independent candidate. His platform was apolitical expert governance. His dry
campaign made no populist appeals. Competing against experienced politicians—
the dissident Prince (Schwarzenberg) who campaigned on Havel’s legacy68 and the
economic populist (Zeman)—Jan Fischer received 16.35 percent votes and finished
third in the first round of the 2013 presidential elections. The apolitical technocrat
underestimated the appeal of ideology, and paid the political price.
A populist eventually seized the presidency. In order to win, Miloš Zeman revived
the narrative of the communist Anti-Charter initiative against Karel Schwarzenberg
in the second round. Zeman’s campaign described Schwarzenberg, who financially
supported dissent under communism from abroad, as an elitist with cosmopolitan
financial ties, removed from the woes of ordinary Czechs.69 The attack on
Schwarzenberg epitomized the clash between the “ordinary people” and the moralistic, cosmopolitan dissident elite.70 The dissident era in politics had officially ended
with Schwarzenberg’s 2013 loss to Zeman and coincided with the implosion of the
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Figure 3
Popularity of technocratic and political governments, 1990–2018

Source: CVVM. Trust in governments.
Note: The authors combined data from 238 data points, which cover public opinion surveys from 1990 to
2018. The average N per survey is 1,000. The line shows trust minus distrust. At zero, the number of
respondents who trust the government equals to the number of respondents who do not trust it. As the
figure shows, most governments are not trusted (below zero). The three technocratic governments are
marked with a dotted line.

Czech party system, as corruption scandals tainted all existing mainstream political
parties. Figure 4 shows a steady decline in voter turnout over this period, as well as
a decline in the support for mainstream parties, and an increase in support for Andrej
Babiš’s ANO, which represents the next era in technocratic populism.
Zeman encouraged the entrepreneurial Andrej Babiš, to enter politics.71 In 2018,
Zeman was reelected president and became the kingmaker on the fragmented political landscape. An unlikely couple capitalized on the unfulfilled promises of the liberal democracy: the populist president, whose favorite holiday, widely covered by
the media, entails floating in a rubber raft on a small Czech pond, and the populist
billionaire who fashions himself as an ordinary man.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, when parties made efforts to enact reforms and to
fulfill the European conditionality criteria, technocratic populism went dormant. The
first technocratic populist, Klaus, followed the end of communism72 but Klaus’s political career had two acts. The first was in the early 1990s as prime minister and the second was from 2003 to 2013 as president.73 As prime minister, Klaus was rhetorically a
neoliberal and a big admirer of Margaret Thatcher. Yet the record of his right-wing
government exhibits strong populist elements. He rejected rent deregulation, for example, arguing that his retired mother would be unable to keep her apartment in Prague.
His economic views were often inconsistent, and his cultural views shifted, it appears,
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Figure 4
Party system implosion and decline in turnout (1990–2017)

Source: Electoral data from the Czech Statistical Office.
Note: The upper line depicts turnout. The number with a dot depicts the number of political parties present
in the legislature in a given election. Right: vote shares for the right-wing party ODS (1992–2017). Left:
vote shares for the Social Democrats (1990–2017). ANO: Populist party of A. Babiš (2010–2017).

for strategic reasons.74 One of Klaus’s political traits that remained stable over time
was his anti-elitism and almost visceral hatred of the dissidents, in particular of Havel.
In 2013, during the last days of his presidency, Klaus’s complicity with oligarchs
was revealed in a scandalous presidential amnesty. The amnesty customarily terminated shorter sentences for minor offenses. But it also granted far-reaching exonerations to numerous high-profile economic criminals involved in privatization trials and
interrupted ongoing judicial proceedings related to privatization and economic criminality. This highly unpopular amnesty reaffirmed the perception among the public that
established political parties were rotten. It also prepared the ground for Andrej Babiš,
the second technocratic populist. In less than five years, Babiš rose from a businessman to the minister of finance and then to the prime minister (July 2018). The ideology of technocratic populism resurfaced, but this time in a weakening democracy.

Technocratic Populism in a Weakening Democracy
A general disaffection with political corruption facilitated the rise of the Association
of Dissatisfied Citizens (ANO 2011).75 Andrej Babiš, the populist billionaire, has suc-
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cessfully cast himself as the defender of “ordinary people,” despite being the second
most affluent person in the country.76 In 2013, Babiš’s party became the second strongest political party, joined the government as junior partner with social democrats, and
Babiš became the minister of finance and the deputy prime minister. In 2017, he won
the elections, and as of July 2018, he is the prime minister. After winning the 2017 elections, Andrej Babiš originally sought to form a technocratic minority government combining ANO ministers and non-partisan experts, rather than to build a pluralistic
governing coalition.77 After this attempt failed to win the vote of confidence, he reverted
to forming a minority government with social democrats, and silent support of the communists. The coalition agreement with the social democrats is public, the agreement
about the support of the communists is not. Only Andrej Babis and his closest political
allies know the price he paid for power.
The ascendancy of Babiš was also enabled by the lack of regulation and the departure of Western media owners from the Czech Republic. Babiš took advantage of this
opening in the media market, as well as legal loopholes in campaign and party
finance laws, to purchase a music channel, two radio channels, and two daily newspapers. In 2017, just as in 2013, Babiš’s media reinforced ANO’s campaign message.
Babiš describes himself as apolitical and non-ideological, willing to form political
coalitions with any of the political parties. He also presents himself as a successful
entrepreneur, who stands with his both feet on the ground and remains close to the
people. To prove his commitment to regular folks, he personally distributed doughnuts in the Prague subway in rush hour during the election campaign of 2013.78
Babiš donated more than one million Euro to his (own) party in 2012 alone. In the
2013 election, he purchased the highest number of billboards in Czech history and
violated the law on party finance and campaign with impunity.79 Babiš attacked mainstream politicians for having an elitist agenda, when they accused him of being a ruthless oligarch under police investigation by both the Czech and European anti-fraud
authorities. Babiš portrayed himself as a victim of moralistic elites who despise his past
as an agent of the secret police and pass judgment on an ordinary hard-working guy
who cut some corners to survive and thrive under communism and democracy.
The main platform of ANO, we suggest, is best understood in terms of technocratic
populism. ANO re-interprets the anti-Charter narrative and directs it against the elites
of the right and the left.80 Babiš portrays right-wing parties as corrupt and criminal,
and left-wing parties as corrupt and incompetent. Both hurt the ordinary people: “Do
not put obstacles in front of those who are doing well in order to help those in need.
Our politicians do not know a single thing. The right and the left are just labels.”81
Babiš offers a way forward, devoid of any details, epitomized by his favorite song that
evokes the normalization nostalgia of the 1980s in a landlocked country:
“I want to be your lighthouse when you lose direction,
be a dream whenever you sleep, your sun and a hideout.”82
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Babiš’s populist rhetoric of redemption has updated and transformed the antidissident rhetoric of the twentieth century for the twenty-first century, campaigning
on an anti-establishment platform that has decimated the left and fragmented the
right. Despite the fact that the incumbent social democrats, with support from ANO
as a junior partner, fulfilled every single electoral promise and had by all counts a
stellar performance, ANO dominated the 2017 election. Babiš did not run exclusively on technocratic performance, which would have required giving credit to the
2014–2017 coalition government, led by PM Sobotka, but rather ran on a technocratic populist platform, mixing performance with an anti-establishment appeal.83
A prominent investigative journalist, Jaroslav Kmenta, recently published a bestselling book, Boss Babiš, which has significantly undermined Babiš’s credibility.84
Kmenta tore apart a well-cultivated image of Babiš as a hardworking, self-made billionaire and offered a compelling counter-narrative of a smooth political operator–
turned populist politician. The book provides a detailed account of the dark origin of
Babiš’s wealth, his deep links to President Miloš Zeman, and most importantly, his
symbiotic, even parasitic, relationship with the state.
Babiš, the former representative of a chemical company, used the lawlessness of the
1990s to take over his former company. At the same time, he made secret campaign
donations to the social democrats, during Zeman’s reign, using Caribbean tax havens.
As a reward, his political benefactors provided state guarantees for his loans, state subsidies, and turned the Czech state into the most important client of Babiš’s company.
Without the state and the EU subsidies, Andrej Babiš would have been just another
entrepreneur selling fertilizers and fuel additives. Instead, thanks to the state, he is one
of the richest men in Europe, presiding over a business empire worth US$4 billion.
Kmenta also discuss Babiš’s long-term ties with police and the secret service,
mafia, and corrupt politicians on the left (former PM Stanislav Gross) and on the right
(former minister of interior Ivan Langer). When Babiš called most politicians on the
right and on the left corrupt, his diagnosis was spot on, since he was actively involved
and would know firsthand. As a politician, he offered this experience to help instill
transparency and root out the very corruption that he had helped to create.
Yet, none of these damning facts, from the shadowy origin of his money, evidence of his
predatory business practices, even an indictment on embezzlement charges related to the
use of state and European Union funds, has diminished his appeal. His supporters see him
as a successful businessman—an outsider with a mission to “drain the swamp.” Because
Babiš never plays the moral card, he has been largely insulated from charges of hypocrisy.
Corruption destroys the legitimacy of representative democracy, since it destroys
the credibility of parties. While populist appeals benefit from dissatisfaction with
political corruption, corrupt leaders can and have remained in power and “untainted”
by campaigning on an “anti-elite” platform. Corrupt leaders under investigation can
cast themselves as part of the “ordinary people,” prosecuted and mocked by the
elites. The communist leadership perfected this art, and it is the same strategy that
brought Andrej Babiš to the forefront of the 2017 Czech parliamentary elections.
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Figure 5
Popularity of Party Leaders (2014–2017)

Source: STEM, Popularita politických osobností, https://www.stem.cz/popularita-politickych-osobnostiv-dubnu-2017/; https://www.stem.cz/popularita-predsedu-parlamentnich-stran-v-unoru-2018/.

By persuading voters that political deliberation is a waste of time, Babiš has effectively reduced politics to a technocratic exercise on behalf of the people, devoid of
any ethical considerations. This has enabled him to delegitimize the “Stork’s nest
affair,” which threatened to derail his political rise, as a witch-hunt.85 He describes
himself as “an ordinary businessman, a political outsider,” and refers to his wife,
brother-in-law, and two adult children, who are all under investigation for fraud, as
victims of his political success.
The preliminary report by the European Anti Fraud Office (OLAF) that investigated EU subsidy fraud was leaked before the parliamentary elections in October
2017. The finding was in line with the earlier findings of the Czech police—Andrej
Babiš defrauded EU subsidies and the Czech state. His family remains under investigation, and Babiš himself has been stripped of parliamentary immunity twice.
These scandals might have ended most political careers, but Babiš received 48,645
preferential votes, the highest number obtained by any of the candidates in 2017
elections. He continues to be the most popular politician. Even if his popularity has
declined a bit since he entered politics, he maintains a commanding lead (Figure 5).86
Hannah Arendt explains the paradox of totalitarian propaganda, which leads people
to “believe everything and nothing; think that everything was possible and that nothing
was true.”87 For Arendt, such conditions lead to cynicism, and when citizens are faced
with proof of a leader’s lie “they would protest that they had known all along that the
statement was a lie and would admire the leaders for their superior tactical cleverness.”
With two daily newspapers, two radio stations, and one TV channel, Babiš has demonstrated that Arendt’s paradox applies even outside totalitarian regimes. In 2017, the
ANO voters believed that Andrej Babiš is “so rich he does not need to steal.” When
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confronted with the evidence of his fraud in the OLAF report, they praised his tactical
cleverness in defrauding the state since “everybody would, if they could.”
An apolitical, apathetic citizenry was key to maintaining the status quo during the
communist “normalization era” when nobody believed the regime ideology anymore,
and it is equally important in the post-authoritarian era of technocratic populism. Martin
Škabraha and Stanislav Komárek88 use the term “neo-normalization,” to describe everyday life in the twenty-first-century Czech Republic, which is plagued by nostalgia for
music and TV shows from the normalization era of the 1970s and 1980s. In politics, neonormalization is an effort to demobilize civic activism and subjugate public life to technocratic bureaucratization. It emphasizes the everyday and “normal life,” demonizes the
opposition, uses anti-intellectualism, and promotes the use of technocratic expertise.89
Idealism is inimical to neo-normalization. Technocratic populism feeds on cynicism
among ordinary people and diminishes the optimism inherent in civic engagement
Babiš evokes normalization nostalgia on Twitter and elsewhere when he appeals to
the ordinary people by reminiscing about owning a second-hand Wartburg (East-German
car), and about constructing his apartment during communism. He also relates to ordinary people by documenting his struggle with weight gain. At the same time, he emphasizes the success of his company, which he presents as the result of his own hard work.
Analyzing Babiš’s statements (Table 3), we find an abundance of technocratic language,
which is most evident in his emphasis on “numbers,” especially on his signature project
EET (electronic registration of sales), and on improvements in tax collection.90
The defining feature of Andrej Babiš’s communication is the combination of technocratic language, focused on economic policy, with the language of ordinary people. This is most evident in his comments on lowering the price of beer. The technocrat
tweets: “Decreasing the VAT on barreled bier is support for the entrepreneurs—pub
owners. Lowering the VAT on beer would only support breweries.”91 The populist
tweets: “And of course we thought of all those who like to go out for a beer.”92 This
tweeting embodies technocratic populism—the expert in efficiency delivers on
behalf of the people—and shows Andrej Babiš using his “normal” experience of living under communism to cultivate a relatable and egalitarian public persona. “My
living standard under communism [was] an apartment in Petržalka [a large bloc of
Table 3
Data Sources for the Discursive Analysis of Babiš’s Statements
Source
Andrej Babiš’s Twitter feeds
Andrej Babiš’s blog posts
Secret recordings of the Šuman group
Book by Andrej Babiša

Time Frame
14 January 2013 to 14 March 2018
14 September 2012 to 20 July 2017
Released: 15 September 2017
Published in the summer of 2017

No. of Documents
1,518
89
6
1

a. A. Babiš, O čem sním, když náhodou spím. Vize 2035 pro Českou republiku, pro naše děti [What I
dream about when I happen to sleep. Vision for the Czech Republic, for our children], 2017; self-published in print and as a pdf online.
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pre-fabricated apartments on the outskirts of Bratislava, Slovakia], and a used
Wartburg for fifteen years—[which] I bought second-hand.”93
In all his statements, the language of numbers and spreadsheets plays a key role.
He emphasizes the exact amount of tax revenues that he has collected. He also reports
the cost of his apartment during communism and the number of kilograms that he
had recently gained and lost. The technocratic language is presented in an informal
fashion, creating an illusion of competence, authenticity and proximity to the ordinary people. It also conveniently obscures the fact that Babiš used state and EU
subsidies to build his company, and utilized his position as the minister of finance to
weaken his business opponents.94 His fortune increased from 1 billion CZK (US$49
million) in 2010 to 88 billion CZK (US$4.27 billion) in 2017.95
The issues of the past and transitional justice are marginal in his tweets. They
comprise approximately 1 percent of the analyzed corpus (Table 3). As a secondgeneration technocratic populist, he does not mock the sacrifice of the dissidents, but
politely tweeted about the deceased President Havel: “I respected President Havel.
We met only twice, but I go back to it and remember it. Even today.”96 The reason is
that dissident activists no longer endanger the careers of their former tormentors—
primary evidence for this being that Babiš, a former agent, was allowed to serve as a
minister of finance despite lacking the required “lustration certificate.”
For Babiš, the sacrifices of the dissidents belong to the history books—their moral
high ground has no place in today’s politics. In January 2018, he attacked a young
journalist, Emma Smetana, who questioned him aggressively over his past statements about President Zeman. To push back, Babiš claimed that Smetana’s mother
conveniently “turned her coat” in 1989 from being a conformist communist youth to
a dissident figure. A day later, he apologized for the personal attack, but he also signaled that the moral stock of dissidents, or their descendants, has no value in his
world; and if invoked, he will aggressively fight against it.
The corruption of the established political parties dominates Babiš’s statements.
He is extremely critical of the era when “the lights were switched off” in the transition period. To counteract widespread corruption, Babiš seeks to turn “the lights on”
and shine it brightly on the sins of Klaus and his successors: “I’m watching the
[presidential] ceremony at the [Prague] Castle; they did not invite me. I know a lot of
people from the Zeman/Klaus gang, whom we thank for the state of our country.97 . . .
The greatest evil [is] Professor Klaus, who introduced mafia capitalism and other
disasters. Why don’t they go hide in the gutters, and stop talking to the people?”98
In the world of technocratic populism, the distinction between the left and right is
not only outdated, but also associated with collusion of the elites against the ordinary
people: “The division on the left and the right has long been invalid, during the era
of traditional, atrophied parties, any ideology has long since vanished. It’s the same
people who have been looting the country for twenty years.”99 Babiš offers to “drain
the political swamp”100 by replacing the old political elite with efficient technocrats
and to fulfill his vision of the “state as a firm.”
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The ideology of technocratic populism is an answer—one that is evidently popular—to the mass disillusionment with two decades of liberal democracy.101 In Babiš’s
vision, the Czech Republic will be an efficient firm. The citizens—shareholders who
in regular meetings (i.e., elections) appoint the most qualified expert as the CEO (i.e.,
the prime minister). Yet it is not a competition of the most apt experts, since the
opposition, including active citizenry, is no longer viewed as a legitimate political
adversary, but as the enemy of ordinary people. This is precisely the frame invoked
in communist propaganda, which elevated the “masses” and delegitimized regime
critics as enemies of the people. Ultimately, the goal of the communist social engineers was not to serve the people but to suppress civic protests, avoid accountability,
and remain in power. The only difference between the social engineers of the past
and today is the form of suppresion of civic protest - the propaganda remains, but
police today does not use force against the protesters.

Conclusion
Populism serves three main purposes. First, it mobilizes broad political support
based on a catchall appeal that cuts across the left and right policy dimensions.
Second, since “ordinary people” are contrasted with “moralizing elitists,” the ethical
and deliberative dimension of politics is delegitimized and reduced to short-term
calculations. Third, it diverts strength from nativism and nationalistic parties,
because the category of the “ordinary people” has more fluid boundaries and a
broader electoral appeal than a more narrowly defined people as an ethnic category.
The past is a historical reservoir for populist politicians to use strategically as a
veneer of authenticity, and when expedient to delegitimize political opponents as the
enemies of the people. In a nascent democracy, the ideology of technocratic populism can be successfully evoked. Drawing on detailed evidence from the Czech
Republic, the article shows how, why, and when it was used. Both times occurred
during critical junctures characterized by the disruption of dominant ideologies: first,
when Czech democracy was in its nascent stage, and second, when Czech democracy
was weakening.
In the vacuum created immediately after the collapse of communism, Václav
Klaus adapted technocratic populism to the new democratic setting in order to delegitimize his major political and ideological opponents, the dissidents, and to gauge
support for his neo-liberal reform agenda. The second time technocratic populism
emerged was in the vacuum created by the implosion of the left–right cleavage in the
post-EU accession era. The second rising marked the end of the ideological hegemony of the liberal democratic project, which had been delegitimized by persistent
corruption of the major political parties. Andrej Babiš has utilized technocratic populism as both an ideology and a political strategy to emerge as a dominant political
force in the Czech Republic.
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The analysis shows that post-1989 Czech populism can be traced back even further, at least to the communist nomenclature’s anti-elitism, which pitted the “ordinary people” against a small group of Charter 77 dissidents, and emphasized a more
technocratic and less moralistic approach to governance. Almost three decades after
the fall of communism, there is a new party (ANO) on the Czech political scene that
has emerged by successfully drawing on populist, anti-elitist, practices developed
during the communist-era.
Technocratic populism commodifies citizens; however, it can collapse if the myth
of expert competence is exposed. Technocratic populists often seek to insulate themselves from accountability by manipulating the electoral system. Klaus’s 1998 effort
to lock in a collusive two-party system with majoritarian features failed in 2001.
Babiš’s book outlines his political agenda: elimination of the Senate and a plan to
decrease the number of the seats in the Lower Chamber, which would strengthen the
party that wins elections. This proposal would diminish political pluralism and
undermine the system of checks and balances. Babiš’s call for a more “efficient”
political system masks his desire to concentrate executive power as well as his fear
of losing elections, which would force him and his family, already charged with
financial crimes, to face the prosecutors and courts.
Technocratic populists worship numbers and redeem the polity through balance
sheets. As a legacy of communism, technocratic populism has been invoked repeatedly in the ideological vacuum of the post-1989 era. As a thin ideology, technocratic
populism is compatible with different ideologies and regimes, including democracy.
As Nancy Bermeo notes: “forms of democratic backsliding . . . legitimated through
the very institutions that democracy promoters have prioritized, mostly threaten
democracies today.”102 Threats of democratic deaths are rare,103 but technocratic
populism enables democratic decay, since it releases citizens from their obligations
to actively participate in the polity and to expect moral conduct from their leaders.104
It rests on a social contract between the leaders and citizens that bypasses intermediary institutions of accountability, such as parties and civic associations, and reduces
the complexity of representation to balance sheets.
Technocratic populism is an understudied form of populism. It offers the ideology
of the economic efficiency and technocratic solutions, regardless of the traditional
political left and right. We define it as an ideology that uses the pretext of technocratic expertise to rule in the name of the people. As an art perfected by the communist nomenklatura, it aims to demobilize civic engagement,105 to discourage
expectations of ethical merits from public representatives and to refashion the polity
following a technocratic vision. Similarly, in a democracy, technocratic populism is
not rule by efficient technocrats, but a strategy to delegitimize traditional political
parties and civil society.106 Civic apathy, nurtured by a populist technocratic approach
to politics, loosens the constraints on elected officials and creates an opportunity for
politicians to concentrate power. Technocratic populism is a sophisticated threat to
liberal democracy in many places around the world and therefore merits further
attention and comparative analysis.
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